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Abstract 

Structural equation modeling (SEM), as a flexible and versatile multivariate statistical technique, 

has been growingly used since its introduction in the 1970s. This article presents a methodological 

synthesis of the characteristics of the use of SEM in L2 research by examining the reporting 

practices in light of the current SEM literature to eventually provide some empirically grounded 

recommendations for future research. A total of 722 instances of SEM found in 145 empirical 

reports published in 16 leading L2 journals across two periods of 1981-2008 and 2009-2020 were 

systematically reviewed. Each study was coded for a wide range of analytic and reporting 

practices. The results indicate that despite the growing popularity of SEM in L2 research, there 

was a wide variation and inconsistency in its uses and reports within and across the two periods in 

regard to the underlying assumptions, variables and models, model specification and estimation, 

and fit statistics. Drawing on the current SEM literature, we will discuss the findings and research 

implications for future use and reporting of SEM in L2 research. 
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1. Introduction 

Structural equation modeling (SEM) is a family of multivariate statistical techniques that 

seeks to explore and explain correlations and covariances of variables. This highly flexible 

procedure can be employed when working with a wide variety of variables whether observed (IQ 

score, GPA, proficiency tests’ scores) or latent (motivation, anxiety, success, self-esteem), 

categorical or continuous (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013). The flexibility inherent in SEM has 

contributed to its vast use in recent years in a variety of domains including second-language (L2) 

research (Khany & Tazik, 2019; Winke, 2013). Hence, it is growingly becoming common to see 

articles reporting SEM results in all leading journals of L2 research.  

On the other hand, many L2 researchers are still unfamiliar with this versatile yet 

complicated procedure, relative to other, more frequently practiced analyses such as ANOVA or 

correlation (Loewen et al., 2014; Plonsky, 2013). This is also compounded by the numerous 

analogous terminologies and monikers used for SEM in the literature such a causal analysis, causal 

modeling, simultaneous equation modeling, analysis of covariance structure, path analysis, and 

confirmatory factor analysis. 
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Given the defying complication of SEM and variation in using and reporting it, the present 

study aims to present a systematic review of its current use in L2 research. It is ultimately intended 

to provide empirically grounded recommendations of more legitimate and consistent use of SEM 

in future L2 research through building on the growing methodological syntheses (e.g., Derrick, 

2016; In’nami & Koizumi, 2011; Plonsky & Ghanbar, 2018). In what follows, a brief introduction 

is provided for the general readership. For more technical details of SEM, interested readers are 

referred to SEM guidebooks and relevant software manuals (for a review of SEM software 

programs see Narayanan, 2012; and for a review of SEM books see Verkuilen, 2011). 

 

2. Introduction to SEM 

As research questions become more complex addressing more sophisticated and 

multifaceted research problems (see Ghanbar & Rezvani, 2023) in social sciences, more robust 

and vigorous psychometric methods and statistical tools have also been developed. Parallel to the 

advancement in computers and soon after the Bentlers’ (1980) call to use SEM to deal with latent 

variables, SEM has become a routine statistical analysis approach in a wide range of disciplines 

(Baumgartner & Homburg, 1996).  The main asset of SEM lies in its ability to perform multiple 

analyses like multiple regression and factor analysis simultaneously to address various questions 

(See Tabachnick & Fidel, 2013 for a list of research questions or scenarios that can be answered 

by SEM). In exploring theoretical specifications and validating models it estimates manifest 

variables along with associated measurement errors, and also, it tests multiple direct and indirect 

causal relationships among latent and indicator (manifest) variables in postulated models (Kline, 

2016).  

In order to address diverse research questions, SEM has been used in various ways. The 

way it is usually utilized can be taken more simply to involve two general steps or more elaborately 

several specific steps. These two views of how SEM is used are outlined in the following. An 

attempt is also made to give an overview of the common SEM concepts and terminologies. The 

paper will then proceed to some critical issues in conducting SEM and reporting the results. 

Regarding stages for conducting a SEM study, in a typical two-step procedure, SEM 

application consists of a measurement or factor model and a structural model (Anderson & 

Gerbing, 1988; Barati, et al., 2013; James et al., 1982). The measurement model involves 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) that examines the relationships between a construct (depicted 

by ovals) and indicators or manifest variables (represented by rectangles), as shown in Figures 1 

and 2. The specification of the relationships among manifest and latent variables should be 

informed by the relevant literature or a theory as sketched in the two figures (see Bollen & Bauldry, 

2011 and aslo Diamantopoulos & Winklhofer, 2001). In Figure 1, in a standard CFA, the 

underlying factors cause the effect or reflective indicators. The same variables might be 

hypothesized to have a reverse relationship by postulating that the factors are affected by the cause 

or formative indicators (Figure 2 as a formative model). As depicted in Figure 1, in a reflective 

model, for each measured variable there is an error term labeled “e” which is viewed as variance 

in observed variables that is not explained by the factor or construct. 
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Figure 1  

Path Diagram of a Reflective Model in SEM  

 
 

Figure 2 

Path Diagram of a Formative Model in SEM 

 
Testing the structural model depends logically on how well the hypothesized model fits the 

data. Unlike many statistical approaches like ANOVA determining model fit and interpretation is 

complicated and does not rely on a single powerful index like F statistic (Schumacker & Lomax, 

2016). There is an increasing number of model fit indexes such as the comparative fit index (CFI), 

chi-squared statistic, the adjusted goodness-of-fit index (AGFI), the root mean square error of 

approximation (RMSEA), and the root mean square residual index (RMR) (Kline, 2016) with 

specific cutoff criteria (for details see Hu & Bentler 1999).  Therefore, it is recommended that at 

least two overall fit indexes be used and reported (Hu & Bentler 1999). The measurement model 

also provides a test of convergent and discriminant validity (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988) essential 

in model development and testing. The underlying rational is that variables presumed to measure 

the same construct show high intercorrelations supporting convergent validity, and those which 

are supposed to reflect different constructs do not show high intercorrelations as indicative of 

discriminant validity (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). 

The second step in SEM analysis involves hypothesizing and testing a structural model or 

latent variable path analysis (LVPA) (Mueller & Hancock, 2019) manifesting the postulated causal 

relationships among the constructs as in the one-headed arrow between morphological awareness 

(latent exogenous variable, considered as an independent variable [IV] and reading comprehension 

(latent endogenous variable, viewed as a dependent variable [DV]) in Figure 1 and Figure 2. It 

should be mentioned that a unique feature of SEM is its ability to assess several multiple regression 
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equations and dependency paths simultaneously (Hoyle, 1995) rather than examining them 

separately as it is the case in other multivariate analyses. 

Some SEM experts extended the two-step approach to procedures more sensitive to 

misspecification errors in measurement models (Kline, 2016). For example, Hoyle (2012) 

proposed a five-step model (for a four-step approach see Hayduk & Glaser, 2000; Mulaik & 

Millsap, 2000) comprising (a) specification, (b) estimation, (c) evaluation of fit, (d) respecification, 

and (e) interpretation and reporting. First, in the specification stage, all the hypothesized 

relationships among the variables are theoretically demarcated based on theoretical and empirical 

evidence, and are visually sketched using formal SEM notations (see Ho et al., 2012) for a 

discussion of SEM graphical representation). Important in this stage is the identification of the 

specified model. As Kenny and Millan (2012) emphasized, in this stage, researchers should check 

whether they have enough known information (measured variables) for estimating the unknown 

information (parameters) including variances, covariances, structural coefficients, and factor 

loadings.  

Second, after specification and identification, the model is estimated in terms of calculating 

the parameters of the hypothesized model in order to minimize the discrepancy between the model-

implied covariance matrix (the model) and the observed covariance matrix (population). A variety 

of estimation methods can be utilized in SEM model estimation. The default technique in most 

SEM software packages is the maximum likelihood (ML). Some alternatives are: Robust ML, full-

information maximum likelihood (FIML), unweighted least squares (ULS), generalized least 

squares (GLS), weighted least squares (WLS), and asymptotically distribution-free (ADF). The 

choice of estimation methods depends on several statistical criteria such as sample size, outliers, 

and distribution of the variables (Schumacker & Lomax, 2016; Ullman, 2007).  

The third step is evaluating the model fit to the data by examining different fit indices 

generated by SEM packages. This assessment of fit or discrepancy between the model and the data 

is a critical issue both in SEM literature and use. It is recommended that various goodness-of-fit 

indexes and residuals (discrepancy between model-implied and observed covariance 

matrices) (Sawaki, 2013), along with substantive interpretability (Kline, 2016) should be taken 

into account in model evaluation and modification as the next step.  In the following fourth stage, 

the researchers aim to find the sources of misfit in the model and try to improve the model fit. Any 

model posited is taken, at best, to be an approximation of the reality, and statistical tests informed 

by substantive meaningfulness help researchers to exploratorily respecify the model until the most 

acceptable one is developed (Mueller & Hancock, 2008). The procedure ends, as a final step, in a 

report of various different statistics of the model and an interpretation of the results through 

elaborating on the substantive meaning of the paths and model tenability in relation to the observed 

data. 

 

3. Considerations in SEM Application and Report 

 SEM, like any other statistical techniques, is predicated on a set of assumptions about data 

and the model posited and evaluated (see Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1996; Ullman, 2007). Yet, there 

has been much variation in the guidelines on how to use SEM and even more on how to report the 

results (Sawaki, 2013). This, at times, led to serious problems in SEM applications and reports 

(Kline, 2016). Since this systematic review is intended to capture the current SEM use to offer 
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useful guidelines on how to report SEM results, the most important considerations in this regard 

are briefly presented in what follows to contextualize the issues reviewed and synthesized. 

Researchers desiring even more advanced and technical details can refer to existing resources (e.g., 

Hancock & Mueller, 2006; McDonald & Ho, 2002; Meyers et al., 2013; Pituch & Stevens, 2016; 

Schoonen, 2015; Ullman, 2007) 

The first consideration in SEM application concerns the sample size. SEM, as a covariance-

based statistical technique is bound to relatively large sample sizes and small samples can risk the 

normality of the distribution. There is no generally agreed-upon rule for SEM data. There have 

been some rules of the thumb recommendations like Kline (2016), for example, suggesting that 

sample sizes below 100, between 100 and 200, and more than 200 are considered small, medium, 

and large, respectively.  

Large data sets for SEM are likely to include some outliers and miss some data. 

Consequently, both cases affect SEM analysis and raise concerns for researchers. Because of the 

complications involved, there have been many resources on how to handle missing data in data 

sets (see for example Enders, 2010; Graham & Coffman, 2012; Peters & Enders, 2002). In general, 

larger sample sizes are recommended when there are missing data in the analysis in order to make 

up for the missing information. It is also recommended that SEM data be screened for the existence 

of both univariate and multivariate extremes (see Ho & Naugher, 2000, Nicklin & Plonsky, 2020) 

or outliers. As with outliers, there is no single definition for outliers but atypical data above two 

standard deviations can be viewed as outliers (Kline, 2016).  

Regarding the underlying statistical assumptions, the first issue is the normality of the data. 

In the case of SEM, the tenability of both univariate and multivariate normality assumptions is 

necessary as most model estimation methods assume these two conditions (Ulman, 2007). Further, 

because of the important role of linear correlations among variables in SEM as an essentially 

correlational research method, linearity needs to be detected in SEM analysis (Schumacker & 

Lomax, 2016) through examining screeplots (Pituch & Stevens, 2016). By carefully examining 

linearity, researchers can check and confirm the absence of singularity (perfect correlation) and 

multicollinearity (correlation of 0.90 and above) (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013). 

 

4. The Present Study 

 The present study seeks to build on the growing body of methodological syntheses in L2 

research (see Marsden & Plonsky, 2018). Studies of this nature apply synthetic or meta-analytic 

techniques, coding a set of research and reporting practices across a representative if not exhaustive 

sample in a given domain. Some methodological syntheses have sought to describe and evaluate 

research and reporting practices within a given substantive domain such as interaction (Plonsky & 

Gass, 2011) and written feedback (Liu & Brown, 2016). Others, more in line with the present 

study, have been concerned with individual research techniques such as multiple regression 

(Plonsky & Ghanbar, 2018) and qualitative data coding and analysis (Riazi et al., 2023). In’nami 

and Koizumi (2011) also conducted a methodological synthesis of the use of SEM in language 

testing and learning research that is comparable to the present study. They reviewed the 

characteristics of a total of 50 SEM articles in these two areas published from 1981 to 2008.   The 

present study seeks to build on and update their review after more than a decade by systematically 

reviewing and evaluating SEM-based studies from 2009 to 2020. Ultimately, we also seek to make 
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some empirically-grounded recommendations for future SEM use and reports. In line with these 

objectives, the present study addresses the following two research questions:  

1. What are the characteristics of the use of structural equation modeling in L2 research?  

2. To what extent, and in what ways, did SEM-related research and reporting practices change 

over time, following the period under investigation in In’nami & Koizumi (2011) (i.e., 1981-

2008)?  

 

5. Method 

5.1. Study Retrieval 

 Following Plonsky and Oswald’s (2015, see also Chong & Plonsky, 2023; Riazi et al., 

2023) guidelines, we first searched 16 top-tier L2 research journals (see Figure 5) assumed to be 

representative of empirical research publications in the field in order to arrive at a more transparent 

(see Plonsky & Oswald, 2015) and relatively representative, if not exhaustive, a sample of 

instances of SEM use in L2 research. We also searched multiple online databases including 

Academic Search Premier, Education Source, ERIC, EBSCO, Google, Google Scholar, JSTOR, 

IRIS, SSCI (Social Sciences Citation Index), and ScienceDirect, Cambridge, Oxford, Wiley, 

Taylor and Francis and SAGE databases to complement the first search results. The search was 

repeatedly conducted at different occasions to include all relevant studies with the last search 

conducted in February 2020. 

The pool of empirical research we came across, comprised 10,223 articles. The corpus 

included abstracts, titles, keywords, body texts, acknowledgments, references, and supplementary 

materials. All these sections in the corpus were searched using AntConc (Anthony, 2019) for key 

phrases such as “structural equation modeling” and “_SEM_”. The contexts of all hits were then 

examined, and the original PDFs were then collected whenever the articles were found to refer to 

the use of structural equation modeling in an empirical study. In total, 145 articles were found to 

employ SEM with 722 unique models.   

 

5.2. Data coding and analysis 

The next step in this synthetic study of SEM applications in L2 research was developing a 

coding scheme to tap the key issue in SEM. The coding scheme for this study was designed by 

drawing on (a) the different checklists and recommendations in statistical guides (Brown, 2015; 

Byrne, 2016; Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2017; Hoyle, 2012; Keith, 2019; Mulaik, 2010; Pituch 

& Stevens, 2016; Stevens, 2009; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013), (b) general (non-SEM-specific) 

recommendations and findings presented in recently published reviews of L2 research (e.g., 

Larson-Hall & Plonsky, 2015; Ockey & Choi, 2015), and (c) previous methodological syntheses 

of closely related statistical techniques (e.g., Plonsky & Gonulal 2015; In'nami & Koizumi, 2011; 

Plonsky & Ghanbar, 2018). 

 After several rounds of development and reflections, the final coding scheme included 

several sections and items to elicit (1) article information, (2) model specification (model 

complexity), (3) measurement model-related issues, (4) structural model-related issues, (5) sample 

size related issues, (6) model estimation method, (7) measurement model estimation results, (8) 

structural model estimation results, (9) fit indices, and (10) software. The full version of the coding 
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scheme will be available upon publication on the IRIS database (Marsden et al., 2016) as well as 

the request.  

 To ensure consistency and accuracy of data coding, two rounds of interrater reliability 

checks were performed. Initially, a sample of 7 studies that included a total of 22 models were 

coded by both researchers resulting in relatively high inter-coder reliability at the scheme and item 

levels. Specifically, among a total of 1892 cells, there were only a total of 28 disagreements 

(1.48%) with no more than 1 disagreement on any individual item. The disagreements were 

resolved through discussion leading also to a number of refinements of the coding scheme. In the 

second round, an additional 10 randomly chosen studies (including 24 models) were re-coded. 

Agreement was perfect on all but 9 items (99.2%). Resolving this small discrepancy and refining 

the coding scheme, both researchers conducted the data coding. A number of discrepancies led to 

further refinements in the coding scheme as well as the code book. 

Similar to other methodological syntheses (e.g., Plonsky & Gonulal, 2015; In'nami & 

Koizumi, 2011), the data analysis of this study was implemented using descriptive statistics. More 

specifically, the research question concerned with the use and reporting of SEM in L2 research, 

was addressed through frequencies and percentages of categorical variables such as type of 

endogenous and exogenous variables (DVs and IVs) and the examination of underlying statistical 

assumptions. Continuous variables such as model (measurement or structural) estimation results 

and sample size were summarized using means, standard deviations (SDs), or medians depending 

on their distributions. With the exception of the initial results describing the sample, models (not 

reports) constituted the unit of analysis. In other words, unless otherwise indicated, the percentages 

reported below refer to the portion of models that contained different techniques, reporting 

practices, and so forth. For example, In’nami (2006) reported on two models (see Figures 2 and 3 

of their paper). When summarizing the initial results describing the sample (for Figures 3 and 4 of 

the current paper), we counted In’nami only once as a single data set. In all other cases, when 

reporting the use of different techniques (for all other tables and figures of the current paper), we 

focused on each model (not only the final model as in In’nami & Koizumi, 2011). The results are 

presented both overall to address RQ1 and, to address RQ2, across two time periods: 1981-2008 

and 2009-2020. 

 

6. Results 

6.1. Distribution of SEM L2 studies 

 As a first step in understanding the use of SEM in L2 research, we present basic 

bibliographic findings concerning the studies that employed it. As regards Period 1 (see Figure 3) 

it is indicated that SEM use was on a steady rise in recent decades marking a peak in 2005, despite 

a slight decrease from that year to 2008.  

 For Period 2, as can be seen in Figure 4, there was also a rising trend in the use of SEM 

with its ups and downs hitting two peaks in 2013 and 2017.    
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Figure 3  

Frequency Distribution of SEM L2 Studies in Period 1 by Year (51 Articles) 

 
 

Figure 4 

Frequency Distribution of SEM L2 Studies in Period 2 by Year (94 Articles) 
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Figure 5 shows that studies employing SEM can be found in all applied linguistics journals 

ranging from more generalist (e.g., Language Learning) to more specialized journals (e.g., 

Language Testing). With the exception of Language Learning, Language Testing and RELC, it 

was also noted that articles involving SEM were on the rise in both periods.   

 

Figure 5 

Frequency Distribution of SEM L2 Studies by Journal across two Periods (51 Articles in Period 1 

and 94 Articles in Period 2) 

 
Note. LTR = Language Teaching Research; RELC = RELC Journal; SSLA = Studies in Second Language 

Acquisition; FLA = Foreign Language Annals; LAQ = Language Assessment Quarterly; AP = Applied 

Psycholinguistics; TQ = TESOL Quarterly; AL = Applied Linguistics; MLJ = Modern Language Journal; 

LL = Language Learning; LT = Language Testing; LLT = Language Learning & Technology 

 

6.2. Statistical Assumptions and Issues 

SEM use rests on a number of basic assumptions. As it is shown in Table 1, in Period 1,  

around half of the studies (53%) reported normality tests most of which univariate,  31% discussed 

missing data, 17% evaluated linearity, 25% identified outliers, and 11% assessed multicollinearity. 

Only about 6% of the studies in the sample for this period were reported to have checked for 

normality of residuals. The sample sizes ranged from 47 to 8,593 and on average (n = 182) it was 

adequate according to Kline (2016). A large share of the sampled studies (85%) provided a diagram 

to illustrate the relationships among variables.  Concerning measured variables, 72% of the studies 

provided at least one reliability estimates. 
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Table 1  

Statistical Assumptions and Related Considerations 

      Period 1 (1981-2008)a Period 2 (2009-2020)b   
    

Normality check 53% 52%   
Missing data 31% 23%   
Linearity 17% 5%   
Outliers 25% 6%   
Multicollinearity 11% 11%   
Residuals 6% 0.70%   
Median Sample size 182 325   
Others     
Diagram 85% 82%   
Reliability 72% 80%     

Notes. a & b In all the tables the total numbers of models in the first and second periods are 302 and 420 

models from 51 articles and 94 articles respectively. 

 

As shown in Table 1, the studies in the second period resembled those of the first in 

assessing normality (52%), multicollinearity (11%), and in providing diagrams (82%). However, 

less often linearity tests (5%), missing data (23%), outliers (6%), and residual examinations 

(0.70%) were reported and discussed. In addition, the median sample size in Period 2 was large 

enough (N=325) according to Kline (2016). 

 

6.3. Variables and Models 

 As pointed out in the literature review, as a highly flexible procedure, SEM allows for a 

wide range of variables and relationships to be modeled. Following Plonsky and Ghanbar’s (2018) 

review of multiple regression analyses, we coded the studies in the sample for both the number 

and the nature (e.g., linguistic, non-linguistic; categorical, continuous) of independent (exogenous) 

and dependent (endogenous) variables. Despite its analytical flexibility, SEM is generally based 

on a relatively small set of continuous variables. The median and the modal exogenous (continuous 

independent) variables in the SEM analyses were 3 and 2, respectively, in Period 1. By contrast, 

the vast majority of the SEM analyses (97%) did not include a single categorical independent 

variable and vary in nature. More specifically, 69% of them involved only linguistic independent 

variables, 13% were entirely non-linguistic (e.g., cognitive, demographic), and 18% included a 

combination of linguistic and non-linguistic IVs. 

The results for Period 1 were quite similar to those in Period 2 in that both the median and 

the modal values for exogenous (continuous independent) variables were 2 and 2, respectively. 

Similarly, only 6% included a single categorical independent variable. In terms of the nature of 

variables, 45% of the analyses involved only linguistically independent variables, 35% were solely 

non-linguistic (e.g., cognitive, demographic), and 20% combined linguistic and non-linguistic IVs.  

Regarding the structural parts of the models (k = 62) in Period 1, 41% analysis included 

only one DV. And a smaller number of models comprised two (13%), three (27%), four (17%), 
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five (0%), and six (2%) DVs. As with IVs, DVs were more often linguistic in nature (52%) than 

non-linguistic (11%) or both (38%). 

In Period 2, the structural models (k = 152) were mainly composed of one (39%), two 

(21%), and three (22%) DVs. Likewise, fewer models were observed with four (9%), five (6%), 

and six (3%) DVs. The variables were linguistic (53%), non-linguistic (29%) or both (18%). 

 

6.4. Types of Models 

With respect to the different types of relationships being modeled in Period 1, the studies 

exhibited a stronger preference towards measurement models (the CFA part) (79%)  than structural 

models (21%) in the first period. Twenty articles (38%) analyses involved two-phase modeling 

whereas 32 articles (63%) encompassed only CFAs. Of all the measurement models, 94% used 

reflective measurement models, none had any causal indicators (formative model) or path analysis, 

and 6% could not be specified as they did not have a schematic representation. Furthermore, 24 % 

of the 62 studies comprising structural models involved mediation analyses. It was also noted that 

a small portion of the analyses (15%) specified higher-order factors.  

 

Table  2  

Type of Models 

  Period 1 (1981-2008) Period 2 (2009-2020) 

Type of relationships in models 

Measurement models (CFA) 79% 61% 

Structural models (LVPAa) 21% 36% 

Path analysis 0% 3% 

Model specification issues 

Reflective 94% 72% 

Formative 0% 1% 

unspecified 6% 27% 

Mediation analysis 24% 25% 

Higher-order factor model 15% 14% 

Note. a Latent variable path analysis which is commonly called a structural model.  

 

     In period 2, there was a larger number of structural models including 61% and 36% 

measurement (CFA) and structural models, respectively, though 56 articles (60%) presented both 

types of models in tandem (two-phase modeling), whereas 38 articles (40%) just contained CFAs 

and/or path analysis. We observed that L2 researchers preferred to use two-phase modeling to a 

larger extent in the second period. Of note in this period is the existence of 11 (3%) of models 

identified as path analysis SEM testing only the relationship between observed variables. There 

appeared that fewer studies tended to use formative indicators (72%) in this period. However, the 

number of SEM studies involving mediation and second-order analysis were found to be similar 

to that in the first period.  
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6.5. Model Estimation 

According to Table 3, in Period 1, as expected the most frequent model estimation 

technique, by far, was ML, which was found in 57% of the sample. ML is the most popular and 

default estimation method in most SEM software packages (Mueller & Hancock, 2008). The other 

techniques observed were bootstrapping (3%) and robust ML (5%). No studies reported applying 

ordinary least squares (OLS), WLS, GLS, or ADF. Despite the recommendation to report the 

estimation method and the rational for its use, even if it is a default one in the SEM software 

package (see for example, Kline 2016), for 35% of the sample, model estimation techniques were 

not reported at all. The results in the second period generally resembled those in the first period 

except that ML use reduced from 57% to 45%. Given the recency of this period and the growing 

SEM literacy, we expected to see this difference to have gone under the other techniques. However, 

it was just because more studies ignored reporting the estimation method. 

 

Table 3  

Model Estimation 

  Period 1 (1981-2008) Period 2 (2009-2020) 

Model estimation  
Not reported 35% 50% 

OLS (PLS) 0% 2% 

ML (Covariance-based) 57% 45% 

WLS 0% 1% 

GLS 0% 0% 

ADF 0% 0% 

Bootstrapping 3% 1% 

Robust ML 5% 2% 

 
 

6.6. Reporting Practices 

The raw input to SEM analyses yields several correlations, variances and covariances for 

both measurement and structural models. There has been much variation in what SEM researchers 

opted to report and justify. Figures 6 and 7 summarize the statistics reported in periods 1 and 2. 

Notably, none of the estimation results for measurement or structural models surpassed 50% 

except for squared multiple correlations, and most were actually found in single-digit percentages. 

The results were slightly different in Period 2. As shown in Figures 6 and 7, there was a rise in 

reporting standardized regression weights both in measurement and structural models. Of note in 

this period was a dramatic increase in reporting descriptive statistics of measured variables and 

correlation matrix in measurement models and a decrease in presenting squared multiple 

correlations in structural models.  
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Figure 6  

Reported Statistics Associated with Measurement Model Estimation across two Time Periods (in 

%) 
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Figure 7 

Reported Statistics Associated with Structural Model Estimation across two Time Periods (in%). 

 
 

6.7. Fit Indices 

 Fundamental to presenting the results of structural equation models are a number of 

different types of fit indices including basic fit indices, incremental or comparative fit indices, 
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model parsimony fit indices, discrepancy fit indices, residual fit indices, and predictive fit indices. 

Table 4 summarizes the array of reported indices as well as their values that were aggregated 

(meta-analyzed) here as a point of possible comparison for future studies. We will here point to 

the most noteworthy indices or changes.  

As with basic fit indices, in both periods, the three common indices of Chi-square (80% 

vs. 71%), Delta Chi-square (47% vs. 60%), and p-value (56% vs. 71%) were often reported. As 

indicated, the report of Delta Chi-square and p-value (56% vs. 71%) increased noticeably. Two 

comparative fit statistics commonly reported and also recommended in the SEM literature, that is, 

CFI and TLI were also presented in the sampled studies and the most commonly reported absolute 

fit statistics in the SEM literature is GFI. GFI was also most frequent in this category though it 

reduced from 31% to 21% in the second period. Interestingly, no discrepancy fit index was 

reported in the whole sample. Pertaining to residuals, it can be said that it was the category in 

which all the statistics were reported more frequently in the second period. In this category SRMR, 

RMSE, and RMSEA with confidence interval increased substantially across time. Finally, among 

the predictive fit indices, AIC, which is the best known (Kline, 2016), saw a dramatic increase 

(19% vs. 47%) in the second second-period reports. 

 

Table 4     

Distribution of Reported Fit Indices in L2 Research 

 Period 1 (1981-2008) Period 2 (2009-2020) 

Fit Type % M (SD) % M (SD) 

Basic Fit Indices     

Chi-square (χ2) 80 312.26 (920.66) 71 493.76 (1472.58) 

p-value (F) 56 N/A 58 N/A 

Degree of freedom (df) 37 N/A 26 N/A 

χ2/df 30 3.32 (2.75) 26 3.71 (12.26) 

Delta Chi-square 47a N/A 60a N/A 

Incremental or Comparative Fit Indices 

Comparative Fit Index (CFI) 54 .91 (.12) 72 .94 (.11) 

Differences in CFI 3a N/A 18a N/A 

Incremental Fit Index (IFI) 4 .90 (.10) 5 .96 (.03) 

Normed Fit Index (NFI) 8 .87 (.09) 15 .94 (.04) 

Parsimony Comparative Fit Index (PCFI) 1 .79 (.19) 3 .65 (.15) 

Parsimony Normed Fit Index (PNFI) 1 .73 (.06) 2 .66 (.09) 

TLI 4 .83 (.28) 27 .86 (.20) 

Relative Fit Index (RFI) 1 .73 (.17) 0.2         .92b (N/A) 

P Ratio 0.3 .88 (N/A) 0 N/A 

Absolute Fit Indices     

Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI) 31 .92 (.08) 21 .95 (.06) 

Adjusted Goodness-of-Fit Index (AGFI) 11 .84 (.12) 11 .90 (.13) 

Parsimony Goodness-of-Fit Index (PGFI) 0 N/A 0.2  .66b (N/A) 

Discrepancy Fit Indices     

Noncentrality parameter (NCP) 0 N/A 0 N/A 
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FIMIN 0 N/A 0 N/A 

Residual Fit Indices     

Root Mean Square Residual (RMR) 2 .05c (.01) 4 .03c (.18) 

Standardized Root Mean Square Residual 

(SRMR) 

3 .03c (.13) 32 .05c (.10) 

Root Mean Square Error of Approximation 

(RMSEA) 

50 .07c (.11) 66 .05c (.10) 

RMSEA with confidence interval 8 N/A 32 N/A 

P-value for Test of Close Fit (PCLOSE) 0 N/A 3 N/A 

Predictive Fit Indices     

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 18c 163.21c 47a 1026c 

Consistent Akaike Information Criterion 

(CAIC) 

18c 223.23c 16a 289c 

Browne-Cudeck Criterion (BCC) 13a 196.20c 5a 41866c 

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 0 N/A 19a 33586c 

Expected Cross Validation Index (ECVI) 26a 2.91a 0 N/A 

Modified Expected Cross Validation Index 

(MECVI) 

0 N/A 0 N/A 

Notes. a Normalized to include only those studies that use an alternative model comparison. b Reported in 

just one study. c Median reported due to very high variance in fit indices.  
 

6.8. Model Modification and Acceptance 

Two additional sets of practices associated with SEM were also examined. In Period 1, 

although no studies reported having examined standardized residuals (0%), almost one-third (27%) 

considered potential model misspecification using modification indices. Further, of the two main 

approaches for determining when model fitting should cease, 2% reported relying on substantive 

theory and 98% applied statistical fit criteria. The results were similar in Period 2. Few studies 

reported having examined standardized residuals (0.01%) and almost one-third (32%) considered 

potential model misspecification using modification indices. Similarly, only 2% of the studies 

reported relying on substantive theory to justify that the modifications make sense and 98% 

resorted to statistical criteria in model modification.  

 

7. Discussion and Recommendations for Future SEM Applications 

This study set out to look into the use of SEM in L2 research and to bring to light the rigor 

and transparency of SEM analyses across two time periods, that is, from 1980 to 2008 (the period 

examined in In'nami & Koizumi, 2011) and from 2009 to 2020. In total, we analyzed 722 models 

found in 145 articles (302 models from 51 articles in the first period and 420 models from 94 

articles in the second period). In what follows, we expound upon major issues emerging from our 

review of SEM use across the two periods. It is certain that this useful and versatile method will 

continue to burgeon. Thus, we also seek to provide L2 researchers with recommendations to 

enhance the quality of SEM utilization in future studies.  

The first major theme identified in the findings was the growing trend in the utilization of 

SEM as also noted earlier by In'nami and Koizumi (2011). The growing popularity lies in a number 

of reasons. L2 is deemed to have attained theoretical and methodological maturity (see Gass et al., 
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2021; Plonsky, 2014) abounding with many constructs and variables. L2 researchers have long 

been interested in looking at such variables in tandem. This is exactly where SEM comes in. SEM 

can assist L2 researchers to model and assess more complex relationships of multiple variables, 

manifest or latent, in a single study. SEM use gained in popularity by the development of a 

computer program to examine linear structural relationships (LISREL) by Jöreskog (1970). It 

grew, even further, by a variety of software programs for SEM, modeling more sophisticated 

relationships (Schumacker & Lomax, 2016) and with yet simpler syntax and user interface (Kline, 

1998). 

Although SEM is quite flexible, several statistical assumptions and considerations must be 

examined. A basic statistical assumption in some model estimation methods like ML (Byrne, 2016, 

Pituch & Stevens, 2016) is normality (univariate and multivariate), overlooked in approximately 

50% of both samples. The other half of the studies also examined and reported for the most part 

the univariate normality. The absence of normality in the SEM data or negligence in examining it 

can jeopardize the accuracy of the SEM analysis and more specifically fit indices and estimated 

error and model parameters (Byrne, 2006). Hence, for univariate normality, careful scrutiny of 

skewness and kurtosis (e.g., within the Z statistics) is recommended. For multivariate normality, 

Mardia’s normalized coefficient of multivariate kurtosis should be checked and reported (Bentler, 

2005).  

Another important preliminary step in performing SEM analysis involves checking for 

missing and outliers, not reported to have been checked in the majority of studies in both samples, 

although some improvement was seen in the second period. Missing values can have an adverse 

effect on modification indices or model estimation results (Enders, 2010). As Mueller and Hancock 

(2019) pointed out, traditional techniques for missing data treatment (e.g., listwise or pairwise 

deletion, or mean replacement) are now considered inadequate, unless missing values comprise 

less than 5% of data in each variable (Hair et al., 2017). We, thus, strongly recommend that L2 

researchers use multiple methods such as full-information maximum likelihood (FIML) estimation 

and multiple imputations (MI), and report the proportion of missing cases corresponding to each 

variable (for more on missing data, see Graham & Coffman, 2012).  

Only one-quarter of the studies in the first period (25%) and a negligible number of them 

in the second period (6%) examined and reported atypical or extreme data. Similar to normality, 

the presence of outliers should also be detected from both univariate and multivariate perspectives 

(see Kline, 2016; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013), and when statistically justified, be removed from 

the data set and reported in the study. When they are not justifiably deleted, they should be 

accommodated or explained in the report (Schumacker & Lomax, 2016). 

Another key statistical assumption in SEM is multicollinearity, which was largely 

overlooked in both samples. In SEM, as a correlation-based technique, covariance matrixes are 

used for estimating the model parameters. Fortunately, many SEM programs like …… now 

terminate model estimation if the covariance matrix is singular (variables are perfectly correlated 

with each other). We, accordingly, recommend inspecting covariance/correlation matrixes 

available in program outputs to examine multicollinearity or singularity. 

One of the most controversial, but critical issues in SEM, is the sample size. The SEM 

literature is laden with a rich variety of suggestions and recommendations germane to sample size. 

For example, as discussed before, Kline (2016) proposed a classification for different sizes of 
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sample for a typical SEM study, and Raykov and Marcoulides (2006), taking into account the 

model complexity, proposed a 10-times rule, that is, an appropriate sample size would be 10 times 

the number of free parameters of a model. This idea is motivated by the 10-times rule of Barclay 

et al. (1995), which suggested that the minimum sample size should be 10 times the maximum 

number of arrows pointing at a latent variable in a model. Nonetheless, the issue of sample size in 

SEM is not that straightforward and depends also on a number of other considerations. For 

instance, Mueller and Hancock (2019) recommended authors to consider both adequacy for correct 

parameter estimation and desired level of statistical power (rarely reported in sampled studies) 

when they aim to determine a desirable sample size. Power analysis in SEM can be conducted 

using the Mplus software (see In’nami & Koizumi, 2013; Muthén & Muthén, 2002) or the 

simulation-based Shiny app pwrSEM (Wang & Rhemtulla, 2021). Another issue to be taken into 

account when determining the sample size is the estimation method to be used in the analysis. ML, 

for instance, requires a minimum of five cases for each model parameter in comparison to WLS, 

which entails larger sample sizes (see Lei & Wu, 2012).  

As indicated in the results of the study, L2 researchers largely included sufficiently large 

samples based on the Kline’s recommendation. What complements the accuracy of the findings is 

the transparency of the research methodologies by communicating how the decisions were made 

about determining the sample size or even failing to include an adequate sample. To recap, we 

strongly urge L2 researchers to consider several factors such as data characteristics, data structure, 

estimation method, statistical power, model complexity, reliability of indicators, and expected R2 

values, when they aim to select a sample size, as a priori decisions about sample size are very 

difficult and often-cited rules of thumb fail to capture the complex nature of individual models. 

Although L2 researchers in both periods rarely used Hoelter’s Critical N, which can be used to 

determine whether the selected sample size was large enough or not, we cannot say anything here 

about the quality of their decisions with regard to the sample size, given that it is contingent upon 

many factors. However, considering Kline’s (2016) a priori classification, researchers in our field 

have generally selected a sufficiently large sample size for their studies in both periods, with 

samples found to be somewhat larger in the second period. 

Model specification is another point worthy of being discussed here. Recent SEM software 

packages provide graphical user interface platforms for practitioners and researchers. Although 

many studies in both periods included a visual representation of models, we noted that many 

studies which involved two-phase modeling, did not provide specific visualization for each phase 

and tended to present the integrative representations that are usually complicated and difficult to 

follow readily. We recommend that L2 researchers take advantage of the graphical presentation 

interface of SEM software programs and visually provide the hypotheses and models as they are 

developed and modified for the interest of their clarity and to help readers to keep track of the steps 

and changes. 

Further, there was a paucity of studies incorporating categorical variables like gender or 

age in the studies in both periods. We reckon that the complexity of techniques in estimating 

models involving such variables multigroup invariance technique (for a discussion see Byrne, 

2004, 2016) is defying. Nevertheless, comparing estimated parameters across different groups or 

populations is one of the most valuable options offered by SEM, which is not available in EFA. 

We strongly recommend L2 researchers to make use of this technique (factorial equivalence) rather 
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than utilizing the mean of indicators in questionnaires to test for potential differences across groups 

of participants. Also, pertaining to the number of latent variables in the model which was not very 

high in this review, it should be said this cannot be judged as a categorically ‘good’ or ‘bad’ 

finding, because L2 researchers are always forced to strike a balance between model parsimony 

and substantive meaningfulness of model specification. In other words, adding more latent 

variables can boost model fit and represent more variance, but it can also pose a threat to model 

parsimony, indicating the delicate nature of the relationship between model parsimony and model 

fit in SEM. 

The next component of SEM reports that we examined is the model estimation method. 

We discuss the application of these methods here in conjunction with an analysis of the SEM 

software programs used in the sample, as there is a close relationship between the estimation 

method and the type of program used. We found that ML was the most often-used estimation 

method in both samples, with a decrease in its popularity in the second period in favor of other 

methods such as PLS (it is used in smart PLS programs) or WLS (see Figure 8). However, its 

robust counterpart, robust ML, was rarely utilized in either period. This finding was expected as 

ML is the default estimator in all four of the most frequently used programs (see Figure 8 for a 

view on the usage of SEM programs in L2 research and also see Byrne, 2001 for a detailed review 

of SEM software). Nonetheless, robust ML, which is a regular ML along with robust standard 

errors and scaled model X2 of Satorra and Bentler (1994), is only available in LISREL, EQS, and 

Mplus. It should be said that robust ML is a very good choice when continuous data lacks 

normality. It should also be noted that EQS, which decreased its popularity in the second period 

and became the second most widely used SEM program, provides a wide range of residual-based 

X2 tests which are very versatile in studies based on smaller samples (Yuan & Bentler, 2000).  

Also intriguing from this set of findings was that ADF (WLS) was seldom used in either 

period, despite the fact that it is available in four programs and can be used for ordered categorical 

variables (Browne, 1984). The ADF estimator can also be a choice when the data is not normal, 

notwithstanding that it requires a large sample size (>1,000), which may explain its infrequent use 

among L2 researchers. EQS, by providing Yuan–Bentler corrected arbitrary distribution 

generalized least squares (AGLS) test statistic (Yuan & Bentler, 1997), Yuan–Bentler AGLS F-

statistics (Yuan & Bentler, 1999), and corrected standard error estimates for small samples can be 

a good option when non-normality is present. As multivariate normality of variables required by 

ML is very difficult to become tenable, and under small sample sizes ML produces biased 

estimates (Ferron & Hess, 2007; Pituch & Stevens, 2016), we strongly recommend that future 

SEM applications use alternative estimation methods such as Satorra–Bentler scaled X2, Yuan–

Bentler residual-based X2 (produced in EQS), robust WLS (Flora & Curran, 2004), PLS, and 

Bayesian methods. For instance, PLS, used in just one study in the second period can be utilized 

by L2 researchers when they seek to develop a theory and explain variance for the purpose of 

prediction of constructs, as it is a variance-based approach to SEM and functions very effectively 

under conditions of small sample size, complex models, and erratic data structures (see Hair et al., 

2011, for a full discussion on options provided by PLS and also Hair et al., 2017 for a discussion 

on capabilities of SmartPLS program). To close this section, we urge prospective users of SEM to 

consider such factors as sample size, distributional assumptions and structure of data, model 

complexity, and empirical findings regarding the results of various types of estimators in diverse 
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practical conditions to have a more judicious choice of estimation methods, as it significantly 

affects both estimated parameters and fit indices. 

 

Figure 8 

Use of Software Packages in SEM L2 Research across two Periods (in %) 

 
  

Comprehensiveness and transparency are two critical elements in any statistical analysis. 

SEM, as a complex statistical technique, yields different types of estimation results, some of which 

are worthy of being reported. One output is regression weights, standardized and unstandardized, 

which are of prime importance in comparing estimations across different populations or constructs. 

Nevertheless, half of the sample failed to report them for either the measurement (CFA) or 

structural models in the first period. Some improvement was observed in the second period, 

suggesting growing statistical and SEM-specific literacy in recent years. It was of note that 

descriptive statistics of unstandardized regression coefficients were not reported routinely in either 

period despite a modest increase in the second period. Normally, the exact magnitude of estimates, 

their standard errors (S.E.), critical ratio (C.R.), and the exact p values should have also been 

reported both in the measurement and structural portions of the model. Standard errors, for 

example, are very informative, as they show the level of accuracy with which a parameter is 

estimated. Additionally, as Byrne (2016) pointed out, standard errors can signify poor model fit 

given very large or small standard errors can be considered as a red flag, although no universal 

cut-offs have been proposed for the standard errors. Further indications can also be obtained from 

the critical ratio (a parameter estimate divided by its standard error), as it displays the statistical 

significance of each parameter estimate, with values more than +1.96 signifying a significant 

contribution of an indicator at the .05 level.  
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        Of critical import here, also, is examining and reporting the covariance matrix and its 

standardized correlation matrix. However, L2 researchers seldom provided such matrices in either 

period, despite the noticeable increase in reporting correlation matrix in the second period. Since 

SEM is a correlation-based technique, these matrices provide valuable information regarding the 

modeled constructs. A relevant issue here is multicollinearity and singularity, two important 

statistical assumptions of SEM. As recommended by Meyers, Gamst, and Guarino (2013), 

researchers would do better to investigate the correlation matrix to find constructs that are not 

independent from each other. Along the same lines, the covariance residual matrix (matrix of the 

differences between the observed covariance matrix and the model-implied covariance matrix), 

which was not seen in the sample in either period, can also be used as an indicator of model 

adequacy, as it shows the extent to which a model represents the reality of data under analysis, 

facilitating the identification of potential model misspecification. 

Another SEM output in regard to latent variable path analysis is the magnitude of direct, 

indirect, and total effects of latent endogenous variables on each other. These statistics were not 

frequently reported in either time period. The reporting of the standardized direct and indirect 

effects is of paramount importance in mediation analysis in SEM (see Meyers et al., 2013 and Jose, 

2019 for a discussion on mediation analysis). We recommend that future L2 researchers report the 

squared multiple correlations as a statistic of basic importance and indicative of the extent to which 

the variance in DVs (endogenous variables) is accounted for by other latent variables.  

The final note here is related to the reliability of constructs. Many studies reported 

reliability, a reporting practice that improved in Period 2 mostly using Cronbach’s alpha. This 

index is somewhat problematic in that it assumes, unrealistically, that all indicators of a construct 

are equally reliable, and in that, it is very sensitive to the number of items in a scale. We, thus, 

recommend reporting composite reliability (CR), which is calculated based on different 

magnitudes of regression weights of a construct (values between .6 to .9 are considered acceptable, 

see Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). Further, we recommend maximal reliability estimates such as 

Coefficient H (Raykov et al., 2015), as it reflects the correlation that the factor is predicted to have 

with itself over repeated measurements, suggesting the stability of a construct, with values more 

than .7 considered generally acceptable (Mueller & Hancock, 2019). 

The last part of our review and analysis concerned model modification and goodness of fit 

statistics in SEM. Once the model is specified and estimated, it is imperative to examine the extent 

to which the hypothesized model fits the observed data. Given that fit of a model can be examined 

from different points of view, which is a complicated, multidimensional issue, various fit indices 

have been proposed to provide information on specific aspects of model fit. Different software 

programs offer various indices. Amos, for example, provides 25 indices (see Byrne, 2016, for a 

comprehensive list of fit indices). The first type of fit indices, basic fit indices, shed light on the 

overall fit of the theoretical model to the data, which was reported by the majority of studies in the 

sample, but one of them X2/df was not reported as frequently in either period. It should be noted 

that the Chi-Square test of model fit is very sensitive to sample size (Hu & Bentler 1999) and is 

likely to yield a significant result when a sample size is large suggesting the population covariance 

matrix is different from the reproduced implied matrix (it shows a lack of fit). Hence, our first 

recommendation is that L2 researchers report X2/df to address that drawback, and values between 

2 and 5 can be considered to have indicated an acceptable model fit (see Meyers, Gamst, & 
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Guarino, 2013). The results illustrated that studies in both periods often reported values within that 

range.  

The next set of fit indices complementing the Chi-square test includes fit indices which 

measure the proportionate improvement in a proposed model relative to an independence or 

baseline model (a model in which no correlations are assumed among variables). In both samples, 

CFI and TLI were reported rather frequently with an increase in the second period) and Tucker-

Lewis Index (TLI), not reported frequently in the first period, showed a dramatic increase in the 

second period. However, other indices such as the Normed Fit Index (NFI or its parsimony version, 

PNFI), Incremental Fit Index (IFI), PCFI (or ∆CFI for competing models), and RFI were not 

reported frequently and in conjunction. Our recommendation, in general, is that L2 researchers 

present several fit indices and avoid selective reporting of more supportive indices. The more 

relevant fit indices are reported, the more vivid picture is provided for the interest readers and 

future researchers. For example, IFI, which was not routinely reported in either time period, was 

developed by Bollen (1989) because of NFI’s problem of underestimating the fit when a sample 

size is small and a model is complex. Accordingly, we recommend reporting CFI, or PCFI (∆CFI 

is used for comparing competing models, which was rarely reported in the first period when 

alternative models were compared but we observed a promising increase in the second period), 

NFI (or its parsimony version, PNFI), NNFI (TLI), RFI, and IFI to have a full, lucid picture 

regarding the extent to which the proposed model is a better fit than a baseline model. According 

to Hu and Bentler (1999), values of approximately .95 represent a well-fitting model (for PCFI 

and PNFI values more than .5 are considered acceptable [results showed that reviewed studies in 

both periods reported acceptable values for PCFI and PNFI], and they are optional when CFI and 

NFI are reported in conjunction, see Williams & Holahan, 1994). Overall, considering Hu and 

Bentler’s (1999) recommendation, it was found that incremental fit indices in the sample were 

marginally acceptable. 

Another set of results in this study was concerned with absolute fit indices examining the 

extent to which a model is successful in reproducing an observed correlation/covariance matrix. 

The pattern of reporting practices of these indices was unsatisfactory in both periods. For example, 

Goodness-of-Fit (GFI) as one of the most commonly used index, showing the extent to which 

variance in the observed correlation/covariance matrix is accounted for by the imposed model 

(Kline, 2016) (this is similar to the R2 value in regression analysis), was not reported frequently in 

the whole sample of this study.  Similarly, it should be said that not only was GFI not reported 

frequently in the first time period, but its reporting actually declined in the second period. Adjusted 

Goodness-of-Fit (AGFI), rarely reported in the two samples, is similar to GFI, but it is only 

adjusted for the number of degrees of freedom in a model (i.e., as the number of parameters 

increases, AGFI decreases). Parsimony Goodness-of-Fit (PGFI), seldom used in any studies in 

either time period, has a useful function of taking into account model complexity (i.e., the number 

of estimated parameters) in evaluating model fit. We, thus, suggest reporting all three absolute fit 

indices, as they offer valuable and precise information regarding the amount of variance accounted 

for by a model, with values of .95 (for GFI and AGFI), and .50 (for PGFI) or higher signifying a 

good fit (Byrne, 2016; Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2013). Overall, results revealed that absolute 

fit indices in both samples were just marginally acceptable. 
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Another crucially important set of fit indices is residual-based fit indices, representing the 

average differences between the observed correlations/covariances and estimated, model implied 

ones for the population. Several indices can be reported in this part, with Root Mean Square Error 

of Approximation (RMSEA) being the most frequently reported one (we saw a decrease in 

reporting RMSEA in the second period), in spite of the fact that its accompanying confidence 

interval (reporting confidence interval for RMSEA improved in the second period which showed 

a good consciousness in this regard), range, and a test for the closeness of fit (PCLOSE) were 

seldom included in SEM reports. Regarding interpretations of such values, the lower bound of the 

90% CI for the RMSEA should ideally approach zero, while the upper bound should be below .08 

(Byrne, 2016). These pieces of information are of prime significance and they should be reported, 

as they show that we can be 90% confident that the real RMSEA value in the population will be 

in a specific range, and that PCLOSE suggests the significance of closeness of fit (p values lower 

than .05 are preferred). Of relevance to this part is reporting Standardized Root Mean Square 

Residual (SRMR), recommended by Hu and Bentler (1999), which was not identified as a norm 

in either period, with a slight decrease in the second period. This is the standard version of RMR, 

and because the values of RMR vary according to the magnitude of variances and covariances 

(Byrne, 2016), it is necessary for L2 researchers to report SRMR, which is standardized and easier 

to interpret. As Amos is the most frequently used program in the sample and this program does 

not directly produce SRMR (a plugin must be installed for so doing), the lack of reporting of this 

index was somewhat expected, as noted by In'nami & Koizumi (2011). Nevertheless, we 

recommend that L2 researchers report residual-based fit indices including RMSEA (accompanying 

associate CI and p-value, with RMSEA value of .06 to .08 indicating an adequate fit, as 

recommended by Hu and Bentler, 1999) and SRMR of .10 or less (Hu & Bentler, 1999), given that 

we saw that L2 researchers were very inconsistent in reporting this set of indices, especially 

regarding CI and p values of RMSEA and SRMR values. However, we acknowledge that the 

reported residual-based fit indices were in the acceptable range, considering Hu and Bentler 

(1999). Overall, as can be seen in Table 4, the reporting of this set of indices has shown an 

improvement over two periods.  

The last set of fit indices that we examined was predictive fit indices. These indices were 

not often considered by L2 researchers in either period despite the fact that they offer very valuable 

information regarding the fit of a model when non-nested models are being compared. For 

example, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Consistent Akaike Information Criterion 

(CAIC) are very useful for the cross-validation of models. The only difference between them is 

that the former is very sensitive to degrees of freedom (the more estimated parameters, the lower 

the fit), and the latter takes sample size into account in assessing the fit (see Byrne, 2016 for a full 

list and explanations on their functions; Bandalos, 1993). We strongly recommend using AIC, 

CAIC, and ECVI or BIC, BCC, and ECVI, when L2 researchers compare several models. When 

doing so, a model with lower predictive fit indices has greater potential for being replicated across 

different samples. To close this section about fit indices, we would simply remind the field that 

these indices can produce inconsistent results regarding model fit. Consequently, reviewers should 

expect to see several indices from different categories to better judge the goodness of fit of a model. 
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8. Conclusion 

 In conclusion, we acknowledge that SEM use entails expert statistical literacy and its use 

currently produces numerous sophisticated outputs. The SEM analysis results are often 

inconsistently reported and this might impede clear interpretation and subsequent use. This is what 

motivated this study. Reflecting on the current practice of SEM use and reporting in L2 research 

we sought to come up with a set of more clear recommendations as to what to report and discuss 

in studies involving SEM. There are also several classical books and SEM software manuals. They 

can also be referred to and consulted for further details. The problem, however, with these 

resources is that, unlike this review, they are not based on empirical data and, at times, present too 

many details compounding the confusion. There is no specific resource on the application of SEM 

in L2 research.  

          The price of versatility and diversity of hypotheses and research questions which can be 

addressed by SEM is that there are many requirements to be met and assumptions to be checked 

for its proper application and accurate and transparent reporting. What we did in this study was a 

systematic review of a wide range of SEM-related research and reporting practices in a sample of 

722 SEMs found in published L2 research and then we discussed the trends in light of the SEM 

literature for future L2 SEM studies. In closing this study, we tend to wrap up the recommendations 

and suggestions made above in further clarity. They can be used as a reminder or a checklist 

guiding future L2 researchers in using and reporting SEM. We tend to, in the first place, argue that 

despite the SEM sophistication and several statistical guideline and recommendations given, 

researchers are not, and should not be, captive to statistical significance. Any SEM use, 

interpretation, and report should be guided by reason and substantive theories, not pure statistics. 

Given the abundance of SEM outputs and indices and space limitations for publication, L2 

researchers are to be selective in its applications and reports. Too much or irrelevant information 

might create a mess hindering the readers to follow and evaluate the SEM use.  Overall, we 

recommend that L2 researchers articulate the decisive steps taken and choices made in the SEM 

application transparently and justify them. They are also urged not to be selective in the report of 

fit indices in particular in favor of the supporting ones. Besides the SEM requirements, L2 

researchers should include, in general, whatsoever that permits other researchers to be able to 

replicate their study and verify the results.  
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